
TMS 1010 - Tablet Wall Pack
Enjoy Your Music and TV Anywhere

At Vogel's, we find that listening to music or watching TV on a tablet is the perfect way to relax in the bath. However,

you don’t want to take the risk of dropping it in the water. That’s why our designers drew upon their experience

developing solid yet flexible wall mounts to come up with a way to attach a tablet securely to  walls with our sleek

Tablet Wall Pack. The pack comes with a tablet holder and two wall mounts.

Guarantee Life time

Min. distance to the wall (mm) 5

Min. screen size (inch) 7''

Max. screen size (inch) 13''

Max. screen weight (kg) 2



TMS 1010 - Tablet Wall Pack
A Tablet Holder that fits all Tablet Brands

The stylishly designed Vogel’s tablet holder fits all tablets from 7-13 inches  that are 0.2-0.5 inches (0.5-1.3 cm) thick. It

features Vogel’s RingO mounting technology, which can be easily clicked on to the tablet mount.

Enjoy Your Tablet Without Worrying

The Tablet Wall Mount is specially designed for the bathroom. Simply clip the tablet holder to any tablet and snap it

securely to the mount which can be attached to almost any surface. No drilling is required! The RingO technology

lets you rotate your tablet from landscape to portrait and back again.

We created the TMS 1010 Tablet Wall Pack particularly for bathroom use, to keep your tablet safely out of the way and

protect it from getting wet or falling on the floor. Now you can enjoy your favourite music, TV programme or app

without worrying, while you soak in the tub or get ready for work.

Besides the Tablet Wall Pack, you can also enjoy your tablet when you are cooking with our Tablet Flex Mount, when you

want to keep passengers entertained in the backseat with our Tablet Car Mount, or to take your navigation system

in the car with our Tablet Dashboard Mount.

Features

- Fixed to the wall

- Mounting material included

Logistic information
EAN Code Product 8712285326707

Net weight including packaging (kg) 0.37

Single Box Width (mm) 225

Single Box Length (mm) 269

Single Box Height (mm) 42
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